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Learn your ABCs
The Associated Builders
and Contractors club nail
down success- SEE NEWS,A3

Get caught up on how former Knights
are doing in the NFL -SEESPORTS,A7
•

Technolog

Suspicious·letter causes evacuation

•

White powder sent to UCF Foundation building
TARA YOUNG AND
JOHANNA STEWART
News Editor and Contributing Writer

•

At about 9-22 a.m. Tuesday,
UCF Police received a call
about a suspicious white powder found in a letter at the UCF
Foundation Research Pavilion
on Research Parkway.
The mail was addressed to
Tom Feeney, congressional
representative for the 24th District of Florida.
This is the second evacua-

•
•

•

•

tion due to a letter containing a
suspicious
substance
addressed tb Feeney.
On Monday, the City Hall in
Port Orange was evacuated
when a suspicious white powder was found in a letter at
Feeneys office in the facility
around 2 p.m. Buildings surrounding City Hall were also
evacuated as a precaution.
All of the employees in the
Foundation facility were evacuated immediately.
In addition to police officers,

firefighters and hazmat teams,
the FBI was also called to the
scene.
WESH News reported that
the response from authorities
cost the city between $8,000
and $10,000.
They also reported that
Feeney was not in the office at
the time of the incident.
According to Postal Inspector Ed Moffitt, the UCF Police
responded initially, then con-

JOHANNA STEWART/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

MATERIAL ON AS

Police, firefighters, hazmat teams and the FBI were called to the UCF Foundation Research
Pavilion on Research Park on Tuesday after a letter with suspicious white powder was found.
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Clinton visits Florida to speak on
behalf of Obama's campaign

Following in your fathl!r's footsteps by
attending the same university is one
thing. But moving into the same donn
room as your dad?
Mike Robel! has found himself in B310 in
Emmons Hall at Michigan State
University-the very same room
occupied by his father in 1978.
What are the odds?The East Lansing
· rsity has about 8,000 rooms.

4-day

week
BCC's schedule
saves school money
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MARY CRISTOBAL
Staff Writer

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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UCF LIBRARIES
TO HOLD BOOK SALE
TODAY, TOMORROW
The UCF Libraries will hold a Fall Book
Sale today and tomorrow in Room
142 of the Main Library. The sale will
be held from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.and is
open to the public. Prices range from
50 cents to $1.

PHOTOS BY SARAH ROGERS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Hillary ainton spoke at a rally for the Barack Obama campaign in Tampa on Monday night. She also spoke in Kissimmee earlier that day. About 2,300 people attended the Tampa speech.
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SARAH ROGERS

STATE HOUSE SPEAKER
NAMES SIX TO NEW
LEADERSHIP GROUP
•

•

State House speaker-designate Ray
Sansom has named six members of his
new leadership team.The republican
announced the appointments Tuesday.
All of the appointees are republican.
Sansom picked Rep. Larry Cretul of
Ocala as the speaker pro tempore.

NATION & WORLD, A4
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re you ready to go out and win an election in November?" Sen. ·Hillary
Clinton (D-NY.) asked at a Democratic rally called "Change We Need" in
Tampa on Monday.
"It may come down to Florida again this time, but this time it will come
out right," she said.
Clinton spoke in both Kissimmee and Tampa yesterday on behalf of Barack
Obama's campaign.
"There were over 500 attendees at the Kissimmee speech, but that was a community gathering. It was more intimate," said Adora Andy, a public relations
spokeswoman for the Obama campaign. About 2,300 people attended the Tampa
rally, Andy said
Hundreds of supporters waited for the doors to open outside of the All People's
PLEASE SEE

SLAYING SUSPECT
SEEKING SEPARATE
TRIAL IN ITALY
Alawyer for one ofthe three suspects
in the slaying of a British college
student in Italy said Tuesday that he is
seeking a separate trial for his dient.
Vatter Biscotti said Rudy Hermann
Guede will ask for a fast-track trial.
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Students get connected and raise their GPAs
PATRICIA WEIGEL
Contributing Writer

In 2006, two University of WISconsin students set out the change the
face of the classic study group. Now,
the founders are so confident in their
program that they will give $1.000
worth of private tutoring if students
do not raise their GPAs through the
use of the Web site's tools.
Theclassconnection.com was pioneered by two University of WISconsin alumni, Christopher Klundt and

Ben Jedd Klundt, who graduated with
degrees in biomedical engineering
and computer science, said he and
Dave Sargent, who was a senior business major at Wisconsin, were discussing their disappointment in study
tools for students. There, the idea for
theClassConnection was born.
Jedd, Chief Communications Officer for theClassConnection, said, "I
like to call it the world's largest study
hall ... it is a place students can go to
have study groups and also study on
their own."

Last fall and spring semesters, Jesi Ray could spend a
Friday morning running
errands instead of going to
class.
From fall 2007 until spring
2008, Ray attended Brevard
Community College on a
four-day schedule. Ray dual
enrolled to BCC while she
was a senior in Titusville
High School She is now transitioning into UCF as a freshman with a regular five-day
workweek
1
Some state agencies and
businesses have switched to a
four-day/10-hour work week
to save money on electric
bills.
"I went from a year of
doing four classes all in the
mornings, and I had all afternoons then Friday, Saturday
and Sunday to do what I
needed to do," said Ray, a theater major on the stage management track "And now I'm
missing that one extra day,
which doesn't seem like a lot,
but once you start really getting into the semester, that
extra day is really so much."
Ray said that her four-day
work week at BCC produced
less class time. For instance, a
class would run on Mondays
and Wednesdays, or on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Ray said

TheClassConnection uses the
Internet to connect students across
the country. Jedd sees the Internet as
an educational asset that he believes is
not used to its fullest.
"The Internet is a great tool that
goes underutilized right now in the
classroom." Jedd said
The Web site is free to students and
is run by a staff of five full-time and a
few part-time staff members.
Klundt does not seem concerned
PlfASE SEE SITE ON A6
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News and notices for
the UCF community

UCF Libraries to hold book sale
Toe UCF Libraries will hold
a Fall Book Sale today and
tomorrow in Room 142 of the
Main Library. Toe sale will be
held from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and is
open to the public. There will be
a wide variety of materials available including fiction, textbooks,
children's books and a large history collection. Prices range
from 50 cents to $1.
Contact Traci Milbuta at 407823-1424 or e-mail librarygifts.@mail.uct:edu for more
information

The Student Newspaper at lJCF since 1968

September 10, 2008
Vol 40, Issue 75 • 12 Pages
The Centro/ Rorida Future is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Ronda.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not nec~rily those of the editorial staff
or the University administration. All content is property or
the Centro/Florida Future and may not be replinted in pan
or in whole without pennission from the publisher.

NEWSR0.01Yt .
407-447-4558
Editor-in-Chief
Padrick Brewer x213

Free food at Grubbin on the Green
Come out to Woman's Prayer
Band and Men of Valour's
"Grubbin on the Green" Saturday from 11 a.m.-3 p.m. at Memory Mall There will be free food,
games and a chance to make
new friends.

editor@(entra/FloridaFuturea,,n

News Editor
Tara Young x213
News.(FF@gmail.com
SARAH ROGERS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Online News Editor
Jeffrey Riley x213

UCF professor Elizabeth Brady Robinson poses in her exhibit, Shift, now on display at the UCF Women's Research Center located in Research Park.

Online.(FF@gmail.com

NSCS to induct new members

Opinions Editors
Nathan Christopher and
Jessica Saggio x213

SNAP DECISION

The National Society of Collegiate Scholars will hold its new
member Induction Convocation
on Sunday at 5pm in the Pegasus
Ballroom. Inductees can RSVP
to presidentnscs@gmail.com.

Opinions.CFF@gmail.mm

Sports Editor
Brian Murphy x215
Sports.CFF@gmail.com

Afro-Latin Project features music

Variety Editor
Whitney Hamrick x214

The Afro-Latin Project offers
dance and song traditions as it
brings to life the many facets of
the African condition in Latin
America. from the arrival of the
slaves to today's revival of
African-influenced music in
Latin America
Join the Multicultural Student Center Thursday from 8
p.m to 10 p.m. in the Pegasus
Ballroom in the Student Union
This is a Link Loot event.
Contact Sherri-Ann Grant
Clarke at 407-823-1229 or e-mail
msc_sd@mail.uct:edu for more
information

Variety.CFF@gmail.mm

UCF professor's photos on display
~ at the Women's Research Center
BRITTNI JOHNSON
Contributing Writer ,

UCF Professor R Brady Robinson's
photography will be on display at the
Women's Research Center until October 23.
The solo exhibition, titled "Shift"
showcases photos that "exploit the tradition of the color snapshot," Robinson said
The Women's Research Center
arranges and supports activities connected to the advancement of women
on campus. Its gallery is only for the
work of women artists.
Robinson is the an assistant
professor in the master of fine arts
studio art and the computer graduate
program, and her photography will be
the center's 20th exhibit. This will be
the third display ofShift, with previous
exhibits in Miami and Washington,
D.C.
The name of the exhibit,
Shift, is a metaphor for the
installation, which is
"a mapping of
geography of
different
places, a

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

House speaker-desi9nate names
six to new leadership team
TALLAHASSEE - House
Speaker-designate Ray Sansom
has named six members of his
new leadership team.
The Destin Republican
announced the appointments
Tuesday. The GOP is expected
to maintain control of the
chamber at the Nov. 4 election.
All the appointees are Republicans.
Sansom picked Rep. Larry
Cretul of Ocala to be his righthand man as speaker pro tempore.
He named Rep. Bill Galvano
of Bradenton as chairman of
the Rules and Calendar Council that decides what gets heard
on the floor. Ellyn Bogdanoff of
Fort Lauderdale will be the
panel's vice chairwoman.
Adam Hasner of Delray
Beach will keep his present job
as majority leader with Rep.
Anitere Flores of Miami as his
deputy. Rep. Ron Reagan of
Bradenton was named as
majority whip and floor leader.

map of movement in time and space,"
Robinson said The collection of photographs is a sort of autobiography of
her travels as a "nomad professor,"
stretching across the United States
and Europe.
The idea for the collection was a
happy accident according to Robinson, starting with some long, boring
bus rides on field trips while she was
teaching abroad in Italy.
To alleviate the boredom she
picked up her camera
"I started shooting out of the bus
window," Robinson said.
Many ~f the 19 photographs featured have been taken from a moving
vehicle and are blurry or have streaks
of electric colored light through them.
There are no titles, and the photos
are mounted on shiny Plexiglas. In
one, the lens peeks through the dripping condensation of a window at the
asphalt below. In another is the
blurred cartoon-like image of a man
driving a car from the perspective of
the backseat.
To Robinson, the image is more
important than the composition of the
photo.
She believes in the "decisive
moment" and takes photos quickly
rather than setting up a shot for a long
time.
"I like the idea of an instant image
capture, and then being able to share
that on a global level," she said
This is what draws many of Robinson's admirers to her work
. "I like the snap-shot aesthetic,"
UCF art major Josh Freeman
said. "It is

very raw, unrestrained and impersonal."
James Hall, a graduate student
majoring 'in art, agreed He liked that
the photos were not staged
''They are snap shots you can see
anytime," Hall said.
Robinson was interested in the idea
of the everyday and that "everyday can
become extraordinary." She shows this
in her photos, taken from a plane thousands of feet in the air, along a sidewalk, from a rooftop or in a fancy shoe
store in Europe. Robinson said that her
environment is what inspires her.
One of her shots was pointed high
into the sky at Lake Ivanhoe to capture
a plane's tilted, smoke painted "Jesus
loves U," with a backdrop of a clear
neon blue sky. The photo is Robinson's
favorite from the installation because
she said it ties into her new work and
has "sublime light and composition."
Her student, Freeman, also chose
this as one of his favorites. He feels it
speaks about America -and the Orlando area's perspective on religion, and
has strong color and content.
Robinson displays her photos of
travels out of sequential order, but
builds a relationship between them
with color. This color is what Dr. Leslie
Lieberman, director of the Women's
Research Center, loves about Robinson's work
"I like the vibrancy of the colors in
her photographs," Lieberman said.
Lieberman is hesitant to choose a
favorite just yet, but likes one photo
focused on a sunrise.
''I like the vastness; I feel sort of
enveloped by its colors, drawn in," she
said
Lieberman also likes the playfulness of Robinson's art, which can be
seen in the "Jesus loves U" photograph.
"The perspective (ofthe collection)
is questioning," she said "It
questions you and
you question
it."
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LOCAL ON A4

CORRECTION
In the Sept. 8 article "SGA's
Derek Harris Resigns," Brandon
Delanois was incorrectly quoted
as saying that Harris' resignation
was the result ofa '&ood stepping
stone." Derek Harris was the correct source ofthat statement.
We at the Central Florida
Future strive to provide the most
factual news as we possibly caTL If
you find an error, please write a
leJJer to the editor and let us Jaww.

Photo. CFF@<Jmailcom

Stands For Opportunity•

MIAMI - A federal jury
began hearing opening statements in the trial of a Venezuelan man accused of acting as a
foreign agent to cover up a
Latin American political cash
scandal.
U.S. District Judge Joan
Lenard in Miami is presiding
over the trial of the 40-year-old
Franklin Duran, which started
on Tuesday.
Duran faces 10 years in
prison if convicted of acting
illegally as a Venezuelan agent
in the U.S. Prosecutors say
Duran and other Latin American men schemed to conceal
the source of $800,000 in cash

•

Photo Editor
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Jury hears opening statement
in fraud case on Tuesday
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LOCAL WEATHER
Today

I

SCATTERED
T-STORMS

High:87°

low:77°

•

TODAY IN DETAIL

Thursday

High: s1°

Today: A60 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms. East-southeast wind between at 13 mph.
Tonight: A 50 percent chance of rain,
a maximum humidity of 85 percent
and winds east-southeast at 11 mph.

SCATTERED T-STORM

Low: 760

Friday

High: ss0
SCATTERED T-STORM Low: 750

The Future wants to bear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@cen·
tralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition. and 5 p.xn.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
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ABC club aims to share
its wealth of opportunity
MICHELLE DENDY
Contributing Writer
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•

•
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•
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•
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•

•

The Associated Builders
and Contractors Inc. nationally represents nearly 25,000
merit shop construction and
construction-related firms
in 78 chapters across the
United States.
ABC aims to provide
training
and
job
opportunities, as well as
promote a safe work place.
The UCF Chapter was
founded in 2001. ABC has
maintained about 25 members and now hopes to gain
more membership and share
the internships and opportunities ABC, Inc. offers.
'We trying to get a bunch
of engineers together and
tackle this industry," said
Jason Dare, president of the
UCF ABC Chapter. "The
fact that it is a professional
organization lets us offer so
many jobs."
ABC Inc. has more than
250 companies in the Orlando area Three dozen of the
companies are looking for
interns.
''You can get your foot in
the door in the construction
industry through internships and meeting lots of
people," Dare said
Dare joined ABC a year
ago and has had numerous
opportunities to travel
around the country through
jobs with ABC.
"Being involved with
something like this really
gets you the job and puts you
in the right spot," Dare said
ABC opportunities are
not just for those focused on
construction. There are
numerous opportunities for
civil, mechanical, electrical
and structural engineers.
''You can get everything
started in the construction
industry while you're in
school through internships
and networking," Dare said

Take ATour Todavl

ABC dub PresidentJason Dare, right,says he wants his group to tackle the contracting industry.

'Tve met people from all over
the world, and it really gets you
the job."
ABC plans to attend a competition in Hawaii in February.
The competition consists of
planning a project and making
an estimate on how much it
will cost. The team that is closest to the price with best looking plan and schedule wins.
Also on the agenda for ABC

SUMMER SPECIAL!
$545/mo.

And Enter To WIN One Of
our Weeklv Prize Drawings!

REEMA DESAI/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

is attending a convention in Las
Vegas later this fall, doing community service work with
Habitat for Humanity and
organizing the annual ABC golf
tournament fundraiser.
ABC is holding an informational meeting on Sept. 17 in
Engineering 2, Room 181 at 7
p.m. The meeting will discuss
how to get involved with ABC
and introduce the officers.
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AllergyTested. 100% Fragrance Free.
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Get a new Fall Look. Enjoy 20% off one item
from the Gianni Bini fall collection.
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carried in a suitcase into
Argentina last year. Three
others have pleaded guilty
and a fourth man is still at
large.
The money was allegedly
for the campaign of Argentina's new president, Cristina
Fernandez. U.S. officials deny
that.

McCain planning to campaign
at pancake breakfast
JACKSONVILLE - Hoping to flip some voters to his
side, John McCain plans to
campaign at a pancake breakfast in Jacksonville next week.
The Republican presidential nominee has no formal
agenda for the Monday
event, but is expected to talk
about issues including energy and the economy.
McCain is scheduled to
attend a Miami fundraiser
later in the day.
Running mate Sarah Palin,
who has generated much
excitement in the GOP, won't
be accompanying McCain on
this visit. The campaign says
she may visit the Sunshine
State in coming months.

Tampa-area girl killed by truck
on way to school Tuesday
BROOKSVIILE-Authorities say a Tampa-area girl
walking a bus stop for school
w-;p, killed after being hit by a
driver in a pickup truck.
A Florida Highway Patrol
report says 13-year-old Kaitlyn Harper died from her
injuries Tuesday morning,
shortly after the 6:45 a.m.
accident.
Authorities say driver Mark
Buel didn't see the West Hernando Middle School student
before his truck struck her.
Charges against the 52-year. old are pending.
The crash took place in
Brooksville, about 50 miles
north of Tampa
·
-
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'What's in the news at
colleges around the country

New York attorney 9eneral says
eight loan ci>mpames settled
NEW YORK - The New
York state attorney general
said eight student loan companies have agreed to pay $1.4
million and adopt broad
reforms as part of a settlement
over deceptive marketing
practices.
The attorney general's
office said Tuesday that the
companies marketed products to appear to be federal
loans, pushed higher-interest
private loans and used baitand-switch strategies.
The attorney general's
office said the companies settling are Nelnet Inc., Campus
Door Inc., GMAC Bank,
NextStudent Inc., Xanthus
Financial Services Inc., EduCap Inc., Graduate Loan Associates LLC and MRU Holdings
Inc.

Attacked Clemson student died
within minutes, examiner says
PICKENS, S.C. - A South
Carolina medical examiner
says the Clemson student
raped and strangled by a man
who could face execution likely died within minutes.
Dr. Erik Christiansen took
the stand in Pickens today
during the sentencing hearing
for Jerry Buck Inman. Inman
has pleaded guilty to killing
20-year-old Tiffany Marie
Souers. His lawyers are
expected to argue that the 37year-old convicted sex offender spend his life in prison.
There is no word from
Inman's lawyers on whether
the Tennessee man will testify
in an attempt to avoid a death
sentence.
Prosecutors are expected
to wrap up their case for a
death sentence Tuesday.

Idaho Governor's Cup raises
about $775,000 for scholarships
COEUR D'.ALENE, Idaho
-The 2008 Idaho Governor's
Cup has raised about $775,000
for scholarships.
Katie Hammon, executive
director of the Idaho Governor's Cup Scholarship Fund,
said this year's total was about
$175,000 more than last year.
-
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An anti-government demonstrator at Government House in Bangkok, Thailand, shouts
with joy as she learns that Prime Minister Samak Sundaravej was forced to resigned.

Slaying sus~ct seeking

South Korean doned dog
has 1Opuppies

ROME - A lawyer for
one of three suspects in the
slaying of a British college
student in Italy said Tuesday
that he is seeking a separate
trial for his client.
Valter Biscotti said Ivory
Coast citizen Rudy Hermann Guede will formally
ask a judge to be allowed a
fast-track trial, should he be
indicted. Such trials - in
which evidence is presented
in document form and no
witnesses testify are
shorter and lead to lesser
sentences if the suspect is
found guilty.
A fast-track trial could be
over in a few hearings, compared with months, if not
years, for a regular trial, Biscotti said.
He also said he believed
prosecutors did not have
enough evidence to tie
Guede to the crime.
A judge in Perugia is
expected to rule on Sept. 16
whether Guede and fellow
suspects Amanda Knox, 21, of
Seattle, and her former Italian
boyfriend, Raffaele Sollecito,
should stand trial for the slaying of Meredith Kercher.
Kercher, a 21-year-old student from Leeds University
in England, was found dead
in November from a stab
wound to the neck in the
house she shared with Knox
inPerugia
Prosecutors also requested the three suspects be
tried on charges of sexual
violence and stealing 300
Euro ($475), two credit cards
and two cell phones from
Kercher.
All three have denied any
wrongdoing.
Knox and Sollecito have
been jailed since November
while Guede was arrested
later in Germany and extradited to Italy in December.

SEOUL, South Korea Snuppy - the world's first
cloned dog - is a father.
A team of Seoul National
University scientists said
Tuesday that 10 puppies
were born in May using
sperm from Snuppy artificially inseminated into two
cloned female dogs.
The scientists say the
births mark the world's first
breeding among cloned
dogs,
though breeding
among cloned rats, cows and
pigs has successfully been
carried out abroad
"Scientific doubt over
whether breeding by cloned
dogs is possible has been
resolved," Lee Byeong-chu.n.
head of the research team,
told The Associated Press.
Lee said his team has
cloned about 30 dogs and
five wolves since it succeeded in cloning Snuppy in
April 2005.

separate trial in Italy

Roadside bomb kills three;
NATO airstrike misses target

YOU CAN'T MAKE UP

Hurricane Ike kills four in Cuba,
makes way toward U.S. coast
HAVANA - Hurricane
Ike roared ashore south of
Cuba's · densely populated
capital of aging buildings
Tuesday after tearing across
the island nation, ravaging
homes, :\cilling at least four
people and forcing 1.2 million to evacuate.
Residents in Texas and
northern Mexico braced for
a weekend hit from Ike,
which has already killed at
least 79 people in the
Caribbean.
Wmds howled and heavy
rains fell across Havana,
where streets were empty
Tuesday morning. Towering
waves broke over the graceful Malecon seaside promenade, which police barricaded off late Monday. Many of
the historic apartment buildings along its length are in
poor repair and vulnerable
to collapse.
Police spread out across
the city to halt all but emergency and official traffic.
Roadways were strewn with
tree branches and rocks, and
the rubble from crumbling
balconies littered sidewalks.
Navigation was banned in
Havana Bay, its usually
placid surface stirred up by
white-capped wav~s.

KABUL, Afghanistan A roadside bomb killed
three U.S. coalition soldiers
Tuesday, while a NATO
airstrike missed its target
and hit a house, killing two
Afghan civilians and wounding 10, officials said.
The coalition said a roadside bomb in eastern
Afghanistan killed the three
soldiers and an Afghan con- Thailand prime minster
tractor.
ousted after court ruling
It did not release any
BANGKOK, Thailand other details of the attack, Thailand's prime minister
including the soldiers' was forced out of office
nationalities, but the over- Tuesday along with his Cabwhelming' majority of coali- inet after a court ruled that
tion soldiers in the east are he had broken a conflict-ofAmerican.
interest law by hosting TV
A NATO bomb, mean- cooking shows.
while, missed its target and
Samak Sundaravej's party
instead hit a house in the later unanimously agreed to
east, killing two civilians and re-nominate him as a candiwounding 10 others Tues- date for prime minister, indiday, the alliance said. The cating that Thailand is still
bomb's target was a spot not free from its deep politiused by insurgents to fire cal crisis that has virtually
rockets.
paralyzed the government,
The incident comes at a spooked the financial martime of rising tension kets and scared away tourists.
between the Afghan govern"The defendant has vioment a11d international lated Article 267 of the controops over the use of stitution, and his position as
airstrikes.
prime minister has ended,"
The government says said the head of the nineU.S. strikes killed 90 civil- judge panel, Chat Chonlaians in the village of Aziz- worn.
abad on Aug. 22. The U.S.
The rest of the Cabinet
has said up to seven civilians will stay in as a caretaker
were killed but is reinvesti- -government until a new
gating the incident after prime minister is chosen.
video images of victims The senior deputy prime
came to light.
minister, Somchai WongNATO said its weapon sawat, meanwhile assumes
malfunctioned Tuesday and the prime minister's duties.
missed its target by more He is the brother-in-law of
than 1.5 miles in the eastern former Prime Minister
Khost province.
Thaksin Shinawatra
· ~ immediate investigaParliament will meet Frition into the cause of the day to vote on a new prime
incident has been launched minister, and all parties can
and further details will be nominate candidates.
forthcoming once established," the statement said.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Contributing Writer

Orange County Mosquito
Control sprayed the UCF main
campus Aug. ll to exterminate
the heavy mosquito population.
Areas were found on campus where mosquitoes were
breeding inside tires and in a
boat, Dr. Tom Breaud said.
Breaud is the director of
Orange County Mosquito Control Breaud said the campus
was sprayed from ll:53 p.m.
until 12:07 a.m.
The service request ·was
placed by StephenMammino, a
risk manager at the UCF
Department of Environmental
Health and Safety.
'We don't spray during the
day," said Breaud. ''If the truck
drivers see students walking,

they turn the spray off for safety."
Mosquitoes are common at
this time of the year, according
to a campus-wide e-mail sent
by Environmental Health &
Safety. They live in and around
wooded areas, tall grass, weeds,
lakes and ponds.
Breaud said the problem is
prominent in the UCF area
because in this part ofthe county there is a lot of standing
water. The mosquitoes use the
water to go through its life
cycle.
"If water stands for more
then a week at a time, then it
can produce mosquitoes,"
Breaud said.
Areas are sprayed using the
Ultra-Low Volume (ULV)
spraying technique that uses
low dosages of insecticides

Sept. 11 events
planned at UCF
Various clubs and organizations at UCF will hold
memorial events to commemorate the terrorist
attacks th:,:i.t happened on
Sept. ll, 2001.
UCF student veterans
will play ·~azing Grace"
and "Taps" by the Reflection
Pond beginning at 8:46 a.m.,
the moment that the' first
hi:acked plane struck the
North Tower of the World
Trade Center seven years
ago.
After the songs are
played, a ·moment of silence
will be observed.
The College Republicans
and
the
Conservative
Knights at UCF will create a

memorial on the fawn south
of the Library by the Reflection Pond.
The memorial will consist of 2,977 small American flags, one for each victim of
the attacks.
At noon, both groups will
have a rally called . "9/ll
Never Forget," in front of the
Student Union.
The College Democrats
at UCF will host a candlelight vigil; however, they do
not have a specified time
and location ,yet, Jay Shannon said. They will determine the time at a meeting
on TuesdaY: evening.
- COMPILED BY JEFFREY RILEY

'
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·M aterial was flour
applied. ·.
The FBrs Joint Terrorism
tacted the Orange County Fire Task Force is leading the
and Rescue who tested the investigation. It is also in
charge of the similar incident
substance on site.
"The suspicious material that occured Monday. ..
Moffitt could not disclose
was found to be 99.9 percent
fl.our;' Moffitt said. ''It is con- any other contents of the mail
in question because it is
sidered domestic terrorism."
According to WESH . involved in an ongoing invesNews, a secretary at the office tigation.
Domestic terrorism could
said that when staff members
arrived Tuesday morning, include anything that disturbs
they found the· envelope and the community.
According to information
immediately called 9ll.
UCF police arrived and from the FBI's Web site,
pulled the fire alarm to evacu- "JTTFs are teams of state and
local law enforcement offiate the building.
According to Moffitt, the cers, FBI Agents, and other
prohibited mail statute carries federal agents and personnel
a 20-year jail penalty, along who work shoulder-to-shoulwith monetary fines. In some der to investigate and prevent
acts ofterrorism."
Case$, the death penalty can be
FROM
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over large areas.
The mosquitoes die within
30 minutes, Breaud said. ULV
fl.oats through the air 'and gets
onto female mosquitoes as they
are flying so they cannot reproduce; however, since ULV isn't
designed to leave residue the
mosquitoes will eventually
return.
''Look at my legs, there are
bites everywhere," said Sandy
Benitez, a UCF radio-television
major.
Benitez said she gets bites all
the time, usually in the parking
lot of the VJSual Arts Building.
According to Environmental H:ealth & Safety e-mail, the
best protection against mosquito bites is to avoid being out
when the bugs are most active.
Til.at includes the early morning hours as well as dusk hours.

It is also recommended to
wear long-sleeved shirts and
pants. Benitez said that with
the sweltering heat it is impossible to wear clothes that protect against the bites.
''I think spraying will help a
lot," Benitez said.
Currently, Orange County
Mosquito Control is checking
retention ponds that are located throughoµt campus.
The water could contain
mosquito larvae. If there are
larvae, then the areas will be
treated before they can turn
into adults.
''I get home and I have bites
and they don't go away for a
long time," said Natasha
Llorens, a UCF freshman psychology major.
Llorens said that spraying
will be useless because the

MOSQUITO-BORNE DISEASES
ARBOVIRAL ENCEPHALITIDES
Mosquito-transmitted viral diseases
causing brain inffammatiml/
encephalitis.
Eastern equine encephalitis
Japanese encepl:ialitis
La Crosse encephalitis
St Louis encephalitis
West Nile virus

DENGUE
FEVER
MALARIA

RIFTVALLEY
FEVER
YELLOW FEVER

Western equine encephalitis
campus is so large.
Spraying to kill adult mosquitoes is done by sprayers
fixed onto trucks, according to
the e-mail Planes can also be
used to release the spray from
above.
If there is wind or rain, then
the spray will become ineffec-

-WWW.OX.GOV

tive.
To help with the mosquito
problem, students should
report any containers, tires, or
objects that contain standing
water. Students can also protect themselves by applying
insect repellent to exposed skin
and clothing.

.

Economy, tax breaks addressed
FROM
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Life Center in Tampa. Some .
waited up to four hours prior
to the rally, Andy said.
Julien Duchais, a 21-Jearold Tampa native and community blogger for my.barackobamacom, got to the rally about
an hour before the doors
opened.
"I'm here to support the
candidate that will best
reunite this · country and
restore the patriotism we're
losing," Duchais said.
Duchais also attended the
Obama rally in downtown
Tampa earlier this year and
said that Clinton is an important asset to the Obama campaign.
"She's making the connec-.
tion . for women voters
through her experience and
support:' Duchais said.
Lakeland resident Jane
Boemer agreed.
"She's providing a lot of
support for Senator Obama
from her supporters," Boemer
said.·
I
After an introduction by
the former .Tampa mayor
· Sandy Freedman, Clinton took
the stage. Among the sea of

c.-..__

__.._..1.1

SARAH ROGERS t CENlRAL FLORID~ FUtURE

Hillary Clinton addresses Obama supporters at the All People's Life Center in Tampa on
Monday night. Her speech touched on issues of economy, tax breaks and women's wages.

blue Obama campaign signs
were a couple ofleftover signs
from the Hillary-campaign.
Clinton focused primarily
on the state ot economy, but
also spoke on unequal pay for
women, healthcare, Obama's
proposed fax breaks and the
urgency, especially in Florida,
to vote.
"We're the first generation
that may leave the country
worse off then when we found
it," Clinton added after stressing the importance of getting

involved and. voting. "I look
around here, and I see young
people who deserve so much
better."·
Clinton avojded talking
about
Republican
vice
presidential candidate Sarah
Palin. After dismissing a couple comments shouted from
tl:le crowd ab.out Palin, Clinton
finally responded.
''You know what? I don't
think that's what this election
is about/' Clinton said. "This
election is about the differ-

· ences between us and the
Republican Party."
Clinton wrapped up lier
speech by challenging voters
to take action and reinforcing
her support for Obama.
"Obama and I may have
started off on two different
paths, but now we're on one
journey - the journey to the
White House to take back this
country," Clinton said.
With only 55 days left until
Election Day, both candidates
are focu~ing on the swing
states, including Florida.
John McCain plans to
- appear in Tampa at the Convention Center on Sept. 16.
Although Obama and vice
presidential candidate Joe
Biden have no scheduled campaign stops in Florida, Andy
said that Obama will definitely
make an appearance before
Election Day.
Andy said that the Obama
campaign is exhorting as
much time, resources and
money as possible on Florida,
as it ha&. the most electoral
votes of all the swing states.
"The 1-4 corridor is,
extremely unponant," Andy
said. ''This is where the swing
voters live."

Savings in energy
FROM ~1
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Spraying to kill off pesky, flying blood-suckers
STEFANIE KUNCMAN
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this is her first full semester
atUCF.
"I think you definitely get a
lot more fatigued, especially
on the weekends," Ray. said.
"Because on the weekends, of
course, you're going to work
because that's the only time
you have since you're going to
school every day."
Ray said BCC's library
and other buildings were
open on Fridays.
"It's partially shut down,"
,Ray said. "A lot of people
think it's completely shut
down, but it's not.''
"If universities are doing
it to cut cost, they're more
likely to do that, to close
down buildings because
that's where the cost savings
is," said Dr. Lori Wadsworth
of Brigham Young University, who co-wrote an essay on
a four-day/10-h.our day
work-week schedule.
Wadsworth's essay is a
comparison study on surveyed employees who were
and were not on a fourday/10-hour day work week
"You have to make sure
students are aware of the
benefits," Wadsworth said.
"And you could say, 'Because
we're cutting costs on energy; we're able to continue to
run more programs.'
"If the students understand there are trades-off in
every decision you make and
that the students gain from
these trades-off, I think there
i5 a potential for it to be real-

lygood."
"The benefit of [the fourday work week] is the whole
energy savings: gas, heating,
cooling and lights. If fewer
cars are on the road there is
less pollution," Wadsworth
said.
"One thing they (BCC)
did not have that UCF does
have is a shuttle," Ray said.
''To reduce vehicle emissions, UCF provides shuttle
services for its students to all
student apartment complexes within a mile of campus,"
Grant Heston, assistant vice
president ofUCF's News and
Information, wrote in an email
BCC may have saved
$267,000 in energy costs
because of a four-day work
week, according to a CNN
article. But UCF's energy
consumption has decreased
by 22 percent, said Heston.
"UCF is just the second
university in the country and the only one in Floridato have its own in-house
commissioning team." Heston said. ''This team analyzes
the original design of
[UCF's] existing buildings
and how they are supposed
to be functioning to be energy efficient.
"Then it looks at techniques available today to
make them more efficient."
At the time of this publication, UCF had not yet provided
information
on
whether the four-day work
week was an option for the
school

ADD SOME EXCIT'EMENT & ~DVENTURE TO YOUR UCF SCHEDULE!
Register for a Military Science Class. For more Information, contact Captain Adam Berlew,
407-823-5383 or visit www.ucfrotc.co,m today!
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Site .offers Study groups, tutors
FROM Al

with a lack of revenue,
though and said they will discuss it in the future.
For now, Klundt said they
just want to give "a free tool
to students that is going to
make studying easier for
them."
Klundt said the Web site

has grown since its launch in
2006 to encompass students
from high schools and colleges from across the coun-

'The internet is
a great tool
that goes
underutilized
right now in
the classroom.'

try.

"Tens of thousands have
signed up and used the site,"
Klundt said. "Everyone sort
of finds their own niche of
what is going to help them
the most.''
Though the site has been
gro}'Vlllg, students like 22year-old UCF psychology
major Stephanie Laos still
had never heard of it.
Laos is not alone.
Andrew Derewiany, a 19year-old political science
major at UCF had also never
used nor heard of the site,
but was intrigued by what it
had to offer students. ·
.
Derewiany said, "[TheClassCo:Q11ection] sounds
pretty interesting. ij: is good
to have interaction with
other people that have taken
the class.'' ·
·
Jedd said the site is sue-

-BEN JEDD

COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER FOR
THECLASSCONNECTION

cessful because of the large
community of students who
share their information and
create the "global study hall"
environment.
The site offers study
groups, tutors and digital
flashcards that remind the
student when to study again
based on a scientific formula
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that claims to be the equation for efficiency and success in studying.
,
TheClassConnection uses
a scientific algorithm to
make a study system that, if
used as directed, will raise
students' GPAs, Jedd said.
It is this algorithm that
gives Klundt and Jedd the
confidence to give students
$1,000 in personal tutoring if
theClassConnection does
not succeed in its goal of rais..
ing the student's GPA
The $1,000 will go toward
private tutoring with Smartthinking, an "academic support" Web site based out of
Washington, D.C.
Klundt is looking to the
future of the site to continue
the success they have already
achieved.
"In an ideal world, [TheClassConnection] · could
essentially unify education
across all colleges, across this
country and the world,"
Klundt said.
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-K nights n1aking noise in the NFL
PADRICK BREWER
Editor-in-Chief

Current UCFplayers have already played two games and have
a week offbefore playing Boston College, but former Knights in
the NFL have just started their se:,sons.
Some Knights made their debut, o(hers contipue.d·their careers
and .some will try to get signed to see some NFL action.
Here· is our ranking of former Knights in the NFL, b8$ed on
their performance in Week One:

•
•

•

Fonner Knight Kevin

II

1. Kevin Smith (Detroit; UCF 2005-07)
. Much like when he was at UCF, Smith was the
top former Knight during Week One, although
his performance left much to be desired. He
rushed 16 times for 48 yards and a touchdown in
the Lions' 34-21 loss to Atlanta, but his longest
run was 10 yards, and he struggled to get positive
yards on several rushes. With .about 4 minutes
remaining in the first half, Smith scored his first
NFL touchdown_;__ a3-yard run up the middle for Detroit's first points of the game. He also
caught four passes for 32 yards.

•
t)

u

2. Matt Prater (Denver; UCF 2002-05)
Prater - yes, Prater - was the lone challenger to Smith for the title of Best Former
Knight during Week One action. He hit two field
goals, including one from 43 yards, and nailed all
five extra-point attempts in the Broncos' 41-14
~ whipping of Oakland He averaged more than 69
yards on his kickoffs, with two touchbacks, perhaps making Denver fans less anxious about the
transition from the Jas<?n Elam era.

j

3.Atari Bigby
(Green Bay; UCF 2001-04)

Football doubleheader, Bigby recorded three
tackles to go with his interception with about 1
minute remaining. Oil a throw intended for Sidney Rice, Bigby picked off Tavaris Jackson's pass
to seal the 24-19 victory for the Packers.

Smith scored a
touchdown in his NFL

regular-season debut
Sunday.

DUANE BURLESON /
ASSOCIATED PRESS

4.Asante Samuel (Philadelphia; UCF 1999-2002)
Samuel was not able to add to his 22 career
interceptions in the 38-3 destruction of St. Louis,
nor did he record any tackles. But he did deflect
three passes - two in the first quarter and one
in the third - and was part of a unit that held
Marc Bulger to 14-of-26 and 158 yards wit'.h no
touchdowns.

5.Travis Fisher (Detroit; UCF 1999-2001)
The starting cornerback alongside former
Tampa Bay Buccaneer Brian Kelly, Fisher
recordt:!d two tackles against the Falcons. Both
tackles came on long runs - a 13-yarder by Jerious Norwood and a l67yarder by Michael Turner.

6.Michael Gaines
(Detroit; UCF 2001-02)
.The third Knight with a start-

In the first game of
the Monday Night

'
Former Knight Atari
Bigby is currently the
starting strong safety
for the Green Bay
Packers.
MIKE ROEMER /
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Time arinounced for B.C. game
vs.9
BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

•
•
•
•

UCF Football coach George
O'Leary said he doesn't like
that his team will have a bye
week after the type of loss the
Knights experienced Saturday
~gainst South Florida.
The Knights will have to
wait 10 more days as they
tend to that disapointment,
but on Monday at least they
found out what time they will
have to be on the field.
The Knights will take on
Boston College at 1 p.m. on
Se.pt. 20 at Alumni Stadium
in Chestnut Hill, Mass.
It was also announced
Monday . that the contest

NEXT GAME
UCF

8.C.

Sept 20, 1 p.m. IAlumni Stadium

would be shown on ESPNU.
The game time had been
unknown so close to game
day because of the possibility
that a TV network would air
the game.
The Eagles, who also don't
play a game until next weekend, will enter the game with
a 1-1 record.

They shut out Kent State
21-0 at a neutral site Aug. 30. .
They followed that with a
home-opening loss against
Georgia Tech 19-16.
Boston
College
was
outscored 9-0 in the fourth
quarter.
Senior quarterback Chris
Crane has the responsibility
of replacing current NFL
starting quarterback Matt
Ryan for the Eagles.
Crane has completed 56
percent of his passes, but has
thrown one touchdown to go
with two interceptions in the
team's first two games.
Crane has contributed
more points to the offense
with his legs.

He has rushed for 60 yards
and two touchdowns this
season.
After allowing just 19
points through two games,
the Eagles' defense has been
strong. They currently rank
in the top three of the
Atlantic Coast Conference in
pass defense, total defense
and scoring defense.
This game will be the
Knights' first in Massachusetts and the fi.rst meeting
between the Knights and the
Eagles. UCF will also be
looking for its second consecutive win against an ACC
team. The Knights defeated
North Carolina State 25-23 to
open their 2007 season.

COURTESY BC ATHLfTICS

Boston College quarterback Chris Crane has thrown only
1 touchdown to go with 2 interceptions this season.

......
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Knights tie ·u c-Davis,_unbeaten in four straight
WILLIAM PERRY
Staff Writer

NEWS TO NOTE

.

•

THE WEEK'S BEST
UCF redshirtfreshman goalkeeper
Aline Reis racked up 15 saves during
the Knights' two games in California.
She was named Conference USA
Defensive Player of the Week on
Monday for her efforts.

The UCF Women's Soccer
team was finally able to
muster up some much-needed
offense, but the University of
California-Davis Aggies delivered a heartbreaking goal with
less than a minute to play in
regulation to earn a 2-2 tie
Sunday in Davis, Calif.
The Knights (3-1-1) were in
control of the game .µter scoring two late goals in the second half to go up 2-1 However,
the win slipped through their
fingers when Aggies junior
tiefender Danielle Contro tied
the game with her first goal of
the year.
'½fly time you have a lead
with a minute to go you hope
you can secure it, especially
when you have the ball down
their end with 2 minutes to go
in the comer," UCF head
coach Amanda Cromwell said
"We were just trying to kill the
clock and get a couple of
throw-ins and have it be over
with. We just didn't execute it
well."
Neither team was able to
generate a goal during the first
ha!£ The Aggies (1-2-2) totaled
six shots with only one on
goal, which was turned away
by UCF goalkeeper Aline Reis.
The Knights weren't able to
record a shot on goal despite
taking three shots.
UCF had several opportunities in the early minutes of
the second half, but it was
unable to capitalize.
The pace picked up quickly
and the teams combined for 23
shots in the next 45, minutes.
Aggies forward Samantha
Faber opened the scoring by
slipping a shot past Reis from
15 yards out in the 72nd

SHOOTING RANGE
The Knights recorded a season-high 20
shots against the Aggies.
mroBETIED
The Knights' tie with the Aggies on
Sunday was UCF's fifth fie in its past

seven
, overtime matches.
minute. The goal was the first
allowed by Reis since the
Florida State game, ending her
shutout streak at 366 minutes,
30seconds.
With only 13 minutes
remaining, it appeared the
Aggies lone goal would prove
to be the difference, but UCF
quickly shut that door.
Becca Thomas brought the
Knights back yet again with a
goal in the 75th minute.·
It was the third game in a
row in which Thomas had
scored a goal It was her third
goal on the year and the 11th of
her career. In the two previous
games, she has come away
.
ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
with the game-winning goal.
UCF junior forward Yvonne George;'seen here during an Oct. 19, 2007 contest versus UTEP, tallied 4 shots and an assist in the Knights' 2-2 tie with University of California-Davis bn Sunday. '
The . Knights then began
After wrapping up the ir
looking to close out the match her first collegiate goal
initial clear off the kick, but it UCF would .eventually total
However, the Knights' first wound up going right to 20, the most of its year, to UC two-game California sw ing
without allowing it to go to
with a win and a tie, the
overtime. Aggies goalkeeper lead of the match didn't last. Contro and she put in the Davis'24.
Sarah. Peters was able to turn The Knights tried to kill the game-tying goal to s_e nd it into
Neither team was able to Knights return home for a
score a goal in either of the 10- three-game homestand Frid ay.
aside several ofUCF's shots, as clock by holding the ball in the overtime.
The Knights will face two
well as a pair of corner kicks as offensive zone, but that strate"It definitely could have minute overtime periods. Reis
the seconds ticked off the gy didn't go as planned. The been prevented," Cromwell. turned aside the only shot on ranked teams in their n ex t
Aggies countered and pushed said.
goal in the second extra peri- three matches: Illinois State at
clock.
,
After two periods, the od, and tlie teams were forc;ed 7 p.m., Friday, No. 11 Illinois at
Then, with 2:46 remaining the ball into the Knights'
in regulation, Katie Jackson defensive zone and quickly got Knights had recorded 14 shots to settle with a tie after 110 noon Sunday, and No. 20
Kansas on Friday, Sep t. 19.
grabbed the lead for UCF with a corner kick. UCF made the while the Aggies racked up 18. minutes.
I

~strong to race again ·Men's soccer captures its
JIMVERTUNO
Associated Press

Is Lance Armstrong coming
back to cycling?
A report in a prominent
cycling journal suggests that
may be the case. And the
seven-time Tour de France
champion has put himself forward for drug testing - a necessary ste.J? for any return to t}le
highe st level of the sport he
once dominated
But any Armstrong comeback won't take place with the
Astana cycling team, as cycling
journal VeloNews reported.
Citing anonymous sources, its
Web site said Monday that the
36-ye ar-old would compete
with Astana in the 2009 Tour
de France and four other road
races - the Amgen Tour of
California, Paris-Nice, the Tour
de Georgia and the DauphineLibere.
Team press officer Philippe

SCOTT APPLEWHITE/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

According to reports, lance Annstrong will
race in the 2009 Tour de France.

Maertens denied that report
Tuesday.
"There are no contacts or
plans of Team Astana to take
lance Armstrong," he told The
Associated Press by phone
from Belgium. ''.As far as I know,
Lance Armstrong doesn't have
plans to do road cycling."
Astana team director Johan
Bruyneel, who was with Arm-

strong for all seven. Tour wins
from
1999-2005,
told
cyclingnews.com that he was
unaware of ,any Armstrong
comeback.
Maertens said rumors that
Armstrong might come out of
retirement had been circulating for a few weeks.
"If it would be true that
Armstrong wants to come back
it would be stupid for us to say
no," Maertens said, "but it's not
the case:'
Armstrong at least appears
willing to submit to drug testing.
Th~ U.S. Anti-Doping
· Agency confirmed Armstrong
is part ofits out-of-competition
testing pool and would be eligible for elite competition on
Feb. 1, .2009. The Amgen Tour
of California begins Feb.14.
~trong did not respond
to a text message or voice mails
left by the AP.
'

Donate Plasma!
So~etimes a Band-.A id is not enough
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.first victory of the season
,

ALLEN LEVIN
StaffWriter

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

On a warm.a nd clear night
in DeLand, Fla., the UCF
Men's Soccer team captured
its first win ofthe season with
a 1-0 victory against the Stetson Hatters on Sunday. ·
The non-conference game
was deadlocked until the only
goal was scored in the 85th
minute by freshman Joe
Crowley.
Crowley, playing in his
third collegiate game, got a
breakaway opportunity and
seized it with a left-footed
rocket from 18 yards out. The
· freshman's first collegiate
career goal improved the
Knights to 1-2 on the season
while Stetson fell to 2-L
"[Crowley] got an interception at midfield and
caught them on the break,"
UGF head coach Bryan
Cunningham said in a press
release. "He to9k control of
the situation and finishe d the
• goal"
While the first goal wasn't
scored until the 85th minute,
the match started with an outbreak of shots. Stetson took
three shots in the first 4
minutes only to see the
Knights respond with three
shots of their own in the following 3 minutes.
Sophomore goalkeeper
Sean Johnson made sure none
of Stetson's shots reached the
· goal Johnson has ~d a strong
start to this season with 22
saves in three games_ He had
six saves Sunday, en route to
his third career shutout.
"The defense did very
well," Cunningham said in a
press release. "... Sean had
another good night in goal

.

ALONG ROAD
The Knights'triumph against Stetson
on Sunday represented the team's first
road win in nearly a year. U~F's last win
away from Orlando came in a 1-0
victory against Loyola Marymount on
Sept.9,2007. '
TURNING THEM AWAY
Sophomore goalkeeper Sean Johnson
has recorded 22 saves in three games.

'.Yhe boys had a
bad taste in
their mouths
after the Ohio
State loss. They .
were able to
. put that away
today against a
very good .
Stetson team
•
and get our
·· first win on the
road.'
-

COACH BRYAN CUNNINGHAM

and made some nice saves to
keep us alive."
While Johnson and Crowley were the stars ofthe game,
the Knights also received
contributions from Zach
B~ve and Ryan Roushand el

UP NEXT
The Knights will condude their fivegame road trip with.matches against
William & Mary followed by Old
Dominion. William & Mary has beaten
UNC-Greensboro before having its
Saturday match versus Campbell
postponed.The Monarchs have also
defeated UN(-Greensboro, but have
been held without a win in their three
other contests.
Bove recorded a shot on goal,
and Roushandel took three
shots overall
· UCF was outshot by its
opponent on ce again; as the
Hatte rs h eld an 18-12 advantage in shots and a 6-3 advantage in shots o n goal. The'
Knights have b een outshot
66-25 this season.
The Knights will get some .
rest after this third game of
their five-game road trip.
They lost their iust two
games, falling to Penn State
and then to Ohio State in double overtime. Cunningham
said he was pleased with how
his team r ebounded
"The boys had a bad taste
in their m ouths after the Ohio
State loss," Cl,lilningham said
"They were able to put that
away today against a very
good Stetson team, and get
,1 our first win on the road We
need to build on this and get
our first win on the road"
Next up for the Knights is
the Old Dominion Stihl Soccer Classic. They will p lay
Wtlliam & Mary at 4:30 p.m.,
Friday, followed by a match
versus the host M onarchs at
2:30 p.m., Sunday.

•

DISCOVER THE REFORM JEWISH HOME YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR!

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

•
Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
w,vw.dciplasma.com

c,

Temple Shir Shalom invites you to be our guest for dinner and
Shabbat family service featuring Cantorial Leader Beth Schafer.
Dinner at 6 pm followed by service at 7:30.

<

PLEASE RSVP FOR DINNER TO 407-366-3556
Carillon Element9ry Schoot 3200 Lockwood Blvd., Oviedo

Visit:www.Templ•shirshalom.org

•
'>

•
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Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

••••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

JEFF ROBERSON / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Former UCF quarterback Daunte Culpepper spent 9 seasons in the NFL before announcing his retirement Sept.4, but rumors have circulated that Culpepper may return to the league.

Patriots may bring in Culpepper
FROM

Al

and free-agent addition Troy
Williamson on the depth
chart.

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
• ing spot for the Lions, Gaines
caught two passes for 11 yards
against the Falcons.

' 7. Darcy Johnson

(New York Giants; UCF 2002-05)

The tight end did not start
for the Giants, but he did play.
After Washington scored its
only touchdown of the game,
Johnson muffed the kickoff
that was subsequently recovered by New York's Kevin
Boothe.

Knights yet to play:
Josh Sitton
(Green Bay; UCF 2004-07)
Thought to have secured a
starting spot in the preseason,
Sitton did not play against the
Vikings and is behind Jason
Spitz on the depth chart at
right guard.

AQUICK PICK

NO SHAME IN BEING SECOND

Currently retired quarterback Daunte
Culpepper played for UCF from 1995
through 1998. He was taken with the
11th pick in the 1999 draft by the
Minnesota Vikings.That is the highest
draft position of any Knight.

Comerback Travis Fisher became the
first Knight to be drafted in the second
round when the Rams took him there
in the 2002 draft. He is currently
teammates with Kevin Smith and
Michael Gaines on the Detroit Lions.

Mike Merritt
(Kansas City; UCF 2004-07)
The Chiefs have placed
Merritt on injured reserve
with a non-football injury. He
was Kansas City's seventhround pick and was signed to
a three-year contract !\-ug. 25.

Brandon Marshall
(Denver; UCF 2002-05)
Marshall, who caught
more than 30 percent of quarterback Jay Cutler's passes

last season, sat out the win
against the Raiders because
of a one-game suspension.
Despite rookie Eddie Royal's
146-yard performance, Marshall is still expected to start
against San Diego on Sunday.

Mike Walker
(Jacksonville; UCF 2003-06)

Daunte Culpepper (UCF 1995-98)
Although he recently
announced his retirement,
the injury to New England's
Tom Brady might cause him
to rethink that.
The Patriots sent potential
replacements Chris Simms
and Tim Rattay home Monday, saying the team's course
has changed. Culpepper may
be in the Patriots' plans,
which could mean a reunion
with wide receiver Randy
Moss.

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

Sergio Joachim (UCF 2005, 2007)
He was cut by the Kansas
City Chiefs on Aug. 30.

Walker did not play
against the Titans in the 17-10
loss, and he is currently
behind both Reggie Williams

Incentives· Up to _$15,000 tuitio~ per year
include· • $900 in textbooks reimbursement
· • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

Paul Carrington (UCF 2002-05)
He was cut by the Denver
Broncos on Aug. 31.

GRAB YOUR

COUPON BOOK
~~·
in the student uhion today
or print your coupons oriline at
UJUJUJ. .K:lz-lghrNeUJ.s

a

ers.co,n.!

ON YOUR CELL PHONE

[\1/ FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
-

.

How Do IText
UCFNEWS to 44636?
UCFKNIGHTS

You have successfully
subscribed to UCF
Knights.
Text stop to end at
any time.

I•

Grab your cell phone.

2.
3.

Select messages on your
main menu
Write a new text message,
"UCFKNIGHTS"

4.

Send this message to 44636
(41NFO).

5.

Begin receiving
UCF Knights Football Scores!

(!rotral 3Florfba 3Futurt
'he Stud

New. paper at UCFsince 1968

Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFKNIGHTS,
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply
\
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Join the cause of the
smoker's revolution

NATE BEELER/ THE WASHINGTON EXAMINER

OUR STANCE

UCF orphaned for
rival; any takers?
W

ell, it's official - our
It's a shame that our rivalry has quarterback's phone number and
days of antagonizing ended, but after four losses to USF, call and text him-numerous times,
· University of South we suppose it's time we pick and we may act silly sometimes,
Florida students have come to a another school to pick on. Perhaps but nothing beats a football game
screeching halt.
FIU or FAU can challenge us?
where the ·stands are packed, eyes
No longer will we be able to
Maybe Brevard Community are glued to the game and school
shout "bull dung'' and "go home" College or Full Sail can step up to spirit from both sides bursts from
at those who pass in white and for- the plate? Who cares. We just need all those in attendance.
est green, and no longer will we be healthy opposition.
.
Rivalries are healthy. Sure, they
able to chuck plastic containers of
Without the bad·guy, who cares can get out of hand, but in the end,
nachos and cheese at their fore- about Batman or Captain Planet? 'rivalries make people care.
·
heads as they taunt us in the Nobody would care if Captain ·
All the biggest teams have rivalstands.
Planet just shook hands with pol- ries. Look at Ohio State and MichiTo our regret, last Saturday's lution. No, we want to see him gan, or UF and FSU.
game marked the fmal showdown squash the power plant.
. Those are· the games that peobetween USF and the Knights.
Same· thing goes for UCE
ple want to see.. Those are the
The contract between UCF and
It gives us not only the satisfac- game~;alumni come 'back t~ watch. .
USF ended this season and USP. tion of winnipg, but also of brag- Rivalry .is what filled our stadium
chose not to continue the series.
ging rights to a school that is simi- with 46,805 people Saturday.
It's sad to say that as we part · Jar td us in so many ways.
.
It's why. students· battled for ·
ways with our in-state rival, we
Without· a ·rival lik~ U~F, many tickets. It's why we tail~te and go
shed a tear, not only for the over.:. stude!}ts simply don't invest their to the game. even if we don't like.
time loss to the Bulls, but also for tim_e and inter.e st in sports.
.
football But as·we say so long to
the end of an overwhelming
We understand that USF is · .USF, what will be next for UCF? .
amount of school spirit and emo- moving on to play with the big · ·willwefmdanewrival?Orwill
tion that has accompanied the guys, but it saddens us to see our- that sense of pride stay strong
game each year.
selves orphaned from our infa- against teams that we're not as
The 'War for 1-4" and all of its mous Bulls.
invested in?
shenanigans has not only brought
However, we hope we left a
Maybe we'll flat-out lose that
together two of Florida's fastest- lasting impression as we gave the tradition we've built during the
growing, former
commuter Bulls a run for their money; espe- past four years playing USE
1
schools, but it has also brought cially in Saturday's game.
But until we figure that out,
UCF together instilling a sense of
But playing USF is more than remember "the sun will come out
pride that can only be seen winning or losing. It's tradition, tomorrow," and it's only a matter of.
through the middle fingers and and tradition is essential to both time before we find our Daddy
booing exchanged between rowdy our growing teams.
Warbucks to fill the void of losing
fans ofboth schools.
Sure, we may track down your to USE

Protest no reason
for police violence
P

•
•

epper spray, flash bang
ordinances were being violated.
others and has been charged with
grenades, tear gas, rubber
In one case, police said that
unlawful assembly. The arrests
bullets and tasers.
one of the groups didn't have a
actually started when a few selfYou would think we were
permit to protest after 5 p.m., and
described anarchists strayed away
describing an intense situation in
in another, much more publicized from the peaceful crowd of
Baghdad, but sadly these were
event, police pulled the plug on a
around 10,000 and began to break
used on protesters, many of
impromptu concert featuring the
windows and slash tires.
whom were only onlookers, at the rock group Rage Against the
What's the normal police
Republican National Convention
Machine. When you tell people
response to a couple of idiots who
last week in St. Paul, Minn.
they can't exercise their constitujust feel like vandalizing things?
The St. Paul Police
tionally protected rights, you're
Go round up the few that are
Department, which was not
bound to get some backlash, espe- actually causing trouble and haul
capable of managing such large
cially from groups like RATM,
them off to jail
crowds, hired out-of-state police,
which devote their lives to acer.,,
What was the St. Paul police's
response? Detain everyone nearofficers who thought they were in tain cause.
a war zone where the only rule is
St. Paul can almost assuredly
by and sort it out later, similar to
that there are no rules.
expect hundreds of la~ts to be
what the federal government did
Police were pepper spraying
- brought against it for the grievous with Japap.ese-Americans during
anyone in sight, including journal- rrtlshandling of the situation. The
World War II.
ists. According to first-hand
city took out a $10 million insur- ~ e fact of the matter is that
accounts from staff members at
ance policy in April to cover this
the city of St. Paul couldn't have
the Mmnesota Daily, "One lone
event, but only time will tell if that handled the situation any worse
woman. with a peace sign held
will be enough.
than what happened during last
high, was repeatedly doused with
According to St. Paul city..
week's debacle. Fortunately; at this
pepper spray, despite the fact that
attorney John Choi, New York
point, it doesn't appear that anyseveral officers - protected by
City is still handing out settleone was seriously injured, but that
their riot gear - could just as well ments to those that were wrongjust comes down to dumb luck have detained her without force.
fully arrested or mistreated at the
there was certainly potential for
The young woman fell to the
2004 Republican Convention.
life-threatening injuries.
ground"
New York City has given out
St. Paul could be facing an
Another officer sprayed a jour- $600,000 so far, but in comparing
extensive legal battle against peonalist after the officer told him to
the two events, the convention
ple whose civil liberties were bla"get the [expletive] down," and
protests in St. Paul made New
tantly disregarded last week
once the man dropped to his
York look like a country club for
We would like to say that the
knees with his hands behind his
protesters.
city will learn from their mistakes,
back the cop doused him, even
A UCF student was also arrest- but in all honesty; they won't.
though his press credentials were
ed after taking part in a peaceful
Protests like these happen all the
clearly visible.
protest with CodePink, a national
time, but most of them are not of
The protests were for the most group of women who advocate
this scale. When police att like
part peaceful, yet police felt it was peace over war. Kathryn Milholmartial lav- has been ll~ed,
necessary to increase tensions by
land, the president of CodePink at you really ... -&ID to ~ the state of
interjecting and claiming various
UCF, was arrested along with 280 democracy in this ~unt:i;y. 1·,
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This is a historical fact
cool, and to me it still does. I
regarding the nature of
don't know why people have
human beings: For every
such a problem with this type
belief, there is an opposing
of reasoning. Some people buy
belief.
cars or clothes that look cool. I
There's a left for every
•
smoke cigarettes.
right, a black for every
As the years have passed, I
white. Sometimes, the balf"md myself smoking more and
ance between the two
more simply for the intrinsic
opposing sides is uneven,
pleasure I gain from them.
but nonetheless, if you don't
Maybe it's just the nicotine, but
BEN BADIO
agree with me, that would
Contributing Writer
I fmd comfort in being able to
raean that your opinion is
sit outside and have a smoke
the antithesis of mine, meaning you've
between classes with a friend. I make
just proved my point.
the choice to participate in an activity 1
Life is built around contrast. I find
that's totally legal and legitimate, so
- this very comforting. My comfort is
why am I punished by society for makdisrupted when I think about
ing such a cthoice?
America's view of cigarettes.
Consider this: Alcohol, when conAmerica hates smokers. What was
sidered as a drug, is severely dangeronce a cu).tural staple has been morous. Alcohol impairs vision, decreases
phed; mutilated and revisioned into a
coordination and causes a deep confusion that eventually turns into an allsymbol of death and irresponsibility.
· There was a time when smoking an
out stupor. Illegal drugs are just that:
occasional cigarette was perfectly norillegal. All of them have their own
mal. Back then, it wouldn't have been
short-term effects, ranging from minor ~
out of the ordinary to see someone
to severe, but criminalization of the
lighting up a loosey in a movie theater
drugs and their users is consequence
or puffing on a menthol at a fme
enough.
restaurant.
What do cigarettes do? If one per- •
Things have changed, slowly and
son smokes a pack a day he will mandrastically. If you are a smoker in my
age to eventually kill only one person:
generation, chances are you've never
himself. One person drinking and driv.smoked indoors; other than in the priing could kill an entire car full of peo- •
vacy of your own home or in some
ple and buying an illegal drug conseedy·bar. You're probably given dirty
tributes to the ongoing war on drugs,
looks -when you haye a seat on a bench which costs the lives of thousands.
and light up a cancer stick. Maybe
I should also mention sex, since it's c,
you've been accus_e d of giving off seca drug of a different kind, and a killer
ond-hand smoke or maybe someone's
all the same. Simply put, I can smoke
complaints have forced you to search
l0,000 cigarettes in my lifetime and
c
for a "desigp.ated smoking areq" that
guarantee myself a painful and unfor1 doesn't seem to exist.
·
·
tunate death, but if·I had unprotected
As .an innocent smoker, you may
sex with-20 different girls, I'd likely
wonder, "Why do they treat me this
end up having afforded myself that
(
way?" They treat you that way because same guarantee. Where's the ban on
America has brainwashed_its people ·
unprot-ected sex?·
into believing that smoking is the lowIf you're a smoker, ·stand up. Don't
est of low, the ·root of all evil. This is
. let_America deci<;ie the _best and.worst iG/
injustice. No longer will I s.tand for it;·
ways·for you to die.
. ·
· · Get out there and do·sorriething for
l am a smoker._I smoke cigarettes
daily. I never lie fo people when I tell
. your cails~, and when you're ready for ()
them why I started -smoking: · I started . a break, sit 1:>ack and enjoy a good ciga- ·
rette~
·
·doing it because I thought it looked

READER VIEWS

USF beating of Knights
not a 'good loss'
I'm really tired of people saying Saturday's game was a good loss. There is
no such thing as a good loss. It's still a
loss any way you slice it. I don't mind if
people are proud of the way we fought
back and forced.overtime, but don't settle for mediocrity and say it was a good
loss. It should have been a victory,
although that's really not how you can
look at it if you're a coach or a player.
I was getting calls all game from
people watching at home disgusted by
the obvious bias the Big East officials
had towards the game, but O'Leary
won't use it as an excuse for losing
because that's not the type of coach he
is. He'll say they were outplayed, but
I'm going to disagree. I wasn't
impressed with the Bulls, even without
their lead RB Mike Ford. If our defense
has any holes, it's in the pass rush, but
not in stopping the run game.
I will say though that their fans outplayed and outclassed some of our fans.
Where were you all going? Oh, you
were frustrated? Yes, it was a poorly
officiated game. Yes, some of the offensive play calls were questionable. But if
you left, you're a coward. We came
back, and even with a depleted student
section, we still caused the Bulls' kicker
to choke on the winning fiE;ld goal imagine how loud it could have been if
you'd have stayed. It was embarrassing
to watch you walk out on your team;
almost as embarrassing as it was to
have our SGA president endorse a
white out for the game when the other
team is wearing white jerseys. Seriously; get over the stigma of the blackout.
Our colors are black and gold. We
either blackout, gold rush or just show
up. And stay for the whole game.
SEAN KELLY

Industrial Engineering

Editorial opinions ·are
justified student views
A buddy of mine just brought to my
attention the mention of my name in
Monday's readers' opinions, and I must
say that Vmc~nt Flango's inaccurate
acconnt of my edito~ writing takes
me way back. Let me put on my oldman hat for a seco~d Fd turn the pages

of one of the nation's f"mest college
newspapers back to September I, 2005.
There was indeed an editorial written that praised George W. Bush for
being an exceptional leader in times of o
crisis, and while Mr. Flango hardly
recounted verbatim, it did roughly
imply that Bush's response to Katrina
was praise-worthy. Obviously, there are ,:,
many Kanye Wests out there who
would argue such a claim, but that's not
the point of that editorial, as per Mr.
CJ
Flango's long-withstanding grudge
against my beloved award-winning
paper's image.
WI-. il I "Yas managing editor of the 0
Future, we lost our Opinions editor and
decided to allow senior staff writers to
write editorials each week, because it
shouldn·r have been my sole responsi- <J
bility to speak for the staff. If that was
the case, you would have had two .editorials per issue about running backs who
can't stand still on the most important ()
fourth-and-I they'll ever be a part of.
Perhaps one of the flaws of that idea,
though, was that we didn't include the ,
author's name.
But that was the beauty of my mistake: As a staff of intelligent and talented writers and editors, we tried to stand <
by each other.
That particular editorial, however,
wasn't the most popular, but I signed
off on it because it was my job to allow <"
my writers to expand their portfolios.
That writer in particular was our
workhorse at that time, and he
d eserved an opportunity to write a · -'.)
reflective editorial, especially after we
had published so many editorials of
contrary nature under other editors <)
some that were just brutally offensive
to less liberal students.
So why not stir the pot and let a different side be heard? Isn't that the point ,
of democracy and higher education? It's
not like we printed tabloid fodder. It
was what it was supposed to be: an: editorial written by a student.
<•
I'm flattered that after all these years
I still have a bit of a legacy; especially if
it causes someone like Mr. Flango to
exhibit passion and concern.
But I'll stand by the good people
who work their tails off to put that
paper together. Because, as I said so
many times back then, they're the students who care enough to devote their
time to the rest of the student body. If it
bothers you that much, stop writing let- '
ters and start writing articles.
ASHLEY BURNS

Former Future Managing Editor <>
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,

•

•

•
,
•

•

•

VISA, MC, AMEx, Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
HelpWanted:Part-Tme (
Help Wanted: Full-T1111e (
BusinessOpportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartments
8
A
Roommates
Sublease
A
ForSale:Homes
B

~

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: Gen!!ral
375 For Sale: Pets

B

400 Services

800 Miscellaneous

B
A
B
B
8

900 Wanted

B

500 Announcl!lllt!nts
600 Travef
700 Worship

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
PIT Job - Gold Medal Adventure Zone
Wanted energetic & reliable, good
w/ kids +, mostly daytime some Sat.
In Oviedo call Jamie 407-376-1288
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Distribution Drivers Wanted!
Monday, Wednesday, Friday:
Morning routes 5:30am - 7:30am
Morning routes 10:30am - 12:30pm
Personal vehicle required, truck or
SUV preferred. Base pay+ mileage.
Earn $10+ per hr. E-mail:
RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com

SALES REP NEEDED!
Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
Chronicle. Sales Experience
Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard
working, reliable, energetic person to
SELL SELL SELL! Email resume and
availability to:
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com
PIT Sunday A.M. Childcare
St. Philips Anglican Church in
S.E. Orlando is looking for childcare
workers to staff our nursery. Hours
9:00-12:00 noon. Church nursery
experience and Red Cross training
preferred.
Reply to Father Paul at
321-377-3636 or
Pastor@StPhilipsOrlando.org
TECH SUPPORT REP - FIT or PIT in
Winter Park. Flex hours & comp. pay.
Work w/hardware, software, database
dev & tech support calls. Great
opportunity to build on your tech skills
& grow w/our growing col Email
resume to: info@suredateit.com
Looking for extra cash? Find it in here!
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view
all ads at www.UCFnews.com/classified

BECOME AMENTOR ANO HELP SHAPE THE
MINDS OF OUR FUTURE LEADERS WITH
THE GET REAL MENTORING PROGRAM!
Fr,, nrv1emfur111<1l11.1n Cunt <lc! Ct-rl:' Swtl 111 Gu(Scout) 1J({1tr111 (Q11nrt/
JOl 896 4415t>xl l1J1uro(IJl( ,c,t rm fJ} ur11
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DIGITAL SALES POSITION
OPEN!
U.S.Community Publishing, a division
of the Gannett Co., Inc. is seeking
digital sales specialists with strong
sales skills to be responsible for the
sales of digital based advertising
solutions in a self-directed environment
in Brevard County (Melbourne), FL.
Great opportunity including guaranteed
base of 36K and generous bonus
opportunity. Relocation is not offered
for these positions.
The digital sales positions will have a
revenue target that builds each month
and offers a percentage of what is
generated. Primary responsibilities will
be to focus on prospecting new
customers by making in-person calls to
local businesses and selling online
advertising packages. Must be
comfortable in sales presentations and
setting pricing and contractual
arrangements. The successful
candidate will also be expected to grow
revenue of existing accounts by
integrating digital media solutions into
the client's advertising mix. Candidate
will be expected to research and
understand advertising and digital
media industry trends to best assist
clients in achieving their advertising
objectives.
Requirements
· Sales experience and high achievers
in selling Internet advertising and/or in
the media industry are most desired.
· Strong creative conceptualization
capabilities and interpersonal and
organizational skills.
· Demonstrated strong project
management experience.
Proven ability to manage multiple
projects in a dynamic environment.
· Ability to work well with metrics,
numbers and trends.
Strong oral, writing and editing skills
with high attention to detail.
Qualified candidates should send
resume to jlusk@floridatoday.com .
Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

I

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Kind of hog or
block
5 Coop calls
10 Operatic voice
14 Hybrid fruit
15 Temporary
money
16 Make a lasting
impression?
17 Dog's bane
18 More chilly
19 Expensive
20 Senses
22 RII with delight
24 Famed British
_ school
26 Like a zebra
27 School kids
31 CQII. period
32 Roller coaster unit
33 Earn
35 Bose and Anjou
39 Like the Sahara
41 Tendon
43 Winter coat?
44 Mooring area
46 Madewell
48 Mai _ cocktail
49 Perceive
51 Vilffying
53 Starts business
again
57 _ facto
58 Portable
keyboard
instrument
60 Sank, as a putt
64 Bivouac beds
65 Bones in
forearms
67 Unit of mass,
briefly
68 Swiss painter
Paul
69 Course taken
70 Eye diaphragm
71 TV units
72 Cromwell's
earldom
73 Relaxation

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
approx. 1 mlle from UCF campus
2bd/2ba w/loH, washer/dryer, patio.
Available Now
Hurry, wont last!II $675/mo.
Call 954-648-6644

1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Use a trump
Lecher's look
Sheltered
Touch-toned?
Trident-shaped
letter

@ 2008 Tribu.na Media. Services. Inc.
AU right• re&91'V111d.

6 Quirky
7 Actress Gray
8 Boardwalk
extensions
9 Jack and his
spouse
1o When tots are
tucked in
11 Consumed
12 Put to flight
13 Evidence unit?
21 Plant part
23 Type of sch.
25 Fifths of five
27 Wound cover
28 Skater Lipinski
29 "Exodus· author
30 Skull cavity
34 Conclude
36 Part of ABM
37 Colorful mount
38 Gulp
40 Arranges
42 Sob
45
-do-well
47 Recipe soupcon
50 Last
52 Newbie

53 Magazine
displays
54 Pierre's school

55 Two quartets
combined
56 Farm
outbuildings

B/10/08

59 Fateful burden
61 Former Italian
bread
62 Yale grads
63 Apothecary
measure
66 Male or female

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

I

MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Pickup/SUV a+ but not
required for deliveries & valid drivers
license/proof of insurance.
Call 407-701-1245

Rate A
$9

First issue:
Each addl issue:

g l

3/2 in Oviedo Alafaya Woods
Subdivision. Private yard on culdesac.
$1150. Avail Sept. 1st
Call Carol 407-342-9493

•

A
A

100

•

•

Online, phone. fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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PAYMENT METHODS

Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

•
•

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Creative Math Videos By College Math
Professor. From Pre-Algebra through
Calculus 3 Plus All Test Preparation
Videos. Call Steve @ 1 -845-313-8795
or visit http://stores.ebay.com/mathvideos

Furnished 1 BR/1 BA for Rent in Oviedo
near Pine Ave and SR 426. Spacious
apt with cathedral ceilings, covered
carport. Upstairs loft perfect for
computer room. W/D included.
Contact Kellyn 407-716-8649
UCF affiliated Apt Pegasus Pointe
Sublease 4/2 W/D, furnished, 1300 sq
ft.
$495/mo. utilities inc, 3 male
roommates
Move in ASAP Call 305-439-6980

Looking for extra cash? Find it in here!
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view
all ads at www.UCFnews.com/classified

Pegasus Landing 4/4 Apt

Surf the Web Secretly Access
restricted websites like Myspace,
Facebook and others from work,
home, libraries etc. Removes ALL
traces of your activity from the
computer. No one can see what
web sites you are visiting www.surHhewebsecretly.com FREE
DOWNLOAD

available. Third floor apt. $515/month
util, valet trash, int, cable, water incl.
Male apt. Contact CJ (727)457-9110

•

..

FURNISHED Waterford Lakes ROOM
in home available. All UTILITIES incl. $475 Clean and neat people email
cbfw@psualum.com or
call 407.306.8005
1 or 2 Female Roommates N/S
Available ASAP. $475 includes utilities.
Dean Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330-3673

Fabulous CLUB NAILS & Spa:
Acrylic (Sparkles, Sea shells, colors) ,
Pedicure, Manicure, Wax, Facial,
Reflexology, Massage. Special 10%
OFF coupon online at:
Clubnailsandspa.com/ Appl call: 417384-8700 or visit CLUB NAILS AND
SPA 11229 E COLONIAL,ORL.
FL32817 (accross from SuperWalmart)

Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford
Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse, clean.
$550/mo. Near UCF (407)620-3303 or
305-613-2200

Room for rent in 6 bedroom

•

home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. Avail. immediately!
M/F. Call 407-876-5697 or 321-4381354
1 Roommate Needed for 2 bdrm,
private bath house. $300/mo. Utilities
Incl. Fully furnished. WI private deck &
comm. pool. Call Jodie 407-731-3766

ROOM AVAILABE NOW!!!
3/2 home off Rouse & 50. $500/mo
inc. utl. Must be pet friendly, clean,
and responsible. Contact Luisa: 954864-6271 or lkapanama86@hotmall.com

•
•

•
•

2 Female roommates needed ASAP
for large 5/3. Furnished optional at
no additional charge. 10-15 mins
from UCF. $480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.
Furnished room, private bath/entrance.
All util. incl. $550/mo. plus security
deposit. No Smoking or drinking.Female preferred. Call 407-733-2125
1 Rm Avail in 4/4 house. Private Bath,
Close to UCF in Oviedo, Nice
Community. Prefer Female. $500/mo.
includes util. Call Mike 407-461 <2999

1

CASH PAID FOR
VIDEO GAME SYSTEMS
XBOX 360 PLAYSTATION 3
NINTENDO Wii
APPLE IPODS SONY PSP LCD &
PLASMA TVS
Cover All Service, Inc. 407-947-5444
BUY OR LOAN
Build Your Own Steel Building
Buy What YOU WANTII!
Factory Direct to Site
Can Erect, Cheap Freight
www.scg-grp .com #161
407-641-0113

September 10, 2008 •
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